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Mumbai: The appointment of K P Raghuvanshi as Anti
Terrorism Squad (ATS) chief has triggered anger among
the Muslims especially those of Malegaon.
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Kul Jamatee Tanzeem a group of various Muslim
organizations while welcoming the Bombay High Court
verdict ordering the earliest appointment of the ATS
chief, has condemned the appointment of Raghuvanshi
ATS chief and called it ‘rubbing salts on the injuries of
the Malegaon 2006 blasts accused and the peace loving
people.’ Raghuvanshi yesterday formally took charge of
ATS.
Post of ATS chief has been vacant since 26/11 attack on
Mumbai when the then chief Hemant Karkare was killed
in action.
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In a meting held on June 14 by Kul Jamatee Tanzeem
the famous Muslims scholar and social worker Maulana
Abdul Hameed Azhari asked the Congress-NCP state
government to revise its decision of appointing
Raghuvanshi as ATS chief.
Talking to TwoCircles.net Azhari said that being a citizen
of a democratic country like India we raise our voice
against the appointment of Raghuvanshi because he is
(allegedly) responsible for the tortures meted out on
Muslim innocent youths in Malegaon blasts by ATS when
it was headed by Raghuvanshi.
A Shia Isna Ashari leader Arif, reportedly said that
Raghuvanshi has been responsible for all the torture ATS
did on Muslims during May 2006 Aurangabad weapons
seizure case to September 29, 2008 Bhikko Chowk
blasts. He added, ‘to make such a biased officer the ATS
chief is tantamount to encouraging him.’
Meanwhile, a delegation of Malegaon Nationalist
Congress Party led by Haji Muhammad Yusuf will meet
the Chief Minister Ashok Chavan and minister of state
for home on June 17, in order to inform them of the
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feelings of Malegaon and Mumbai Muslims regarding the
appointment of Raghuvanshi as ATS chief. Yusuf in a
press release has condemned the appointment and said
that it will damage the image of the party among
Muslims.
The Kul Jamatee Tanzeem has decided to arrange a
gathering in Malegaon on next Friday to protest
Raghuvanshi appointment as ATS chief.
News:
Indian Muslim

Comments
muslims protest raghuvamshi as ATS chief
Permalink Submitted by gopi thomas (not verified)
on 17 June 2009 - 2:12am
Don't Muslims have anything else better to do?
They are always protesting and complaining. How
come other minorities -christians, sikhs etc dont
have problems? Why is this constant harping and
complaining about every thing? File a acse, fight in
the court, elect reps... High time to stop this
constant flow of complaints

Hindutva Terrorists will now be aquitted.
Permalink Submitted by Devraj Zaphadia (not
verified) on 17 June 2009 - 12:29pm
Raghuvanshi will destroy the files / evidence
gathered by Late. Hemant Karkare. In 6 months
time, the Police will release Sadhvi Pragya and Lt.
Col. Purohit. Bhonsala Military School (The terrorist
training school)will come to life again. Sadhvi will
be a Star., and could even be nominated to the
Rajya Sabha within weeks., and Col. Purohit could
be promoted to "General".
Raghuvanshi will go down in history as the opposite
of Hemant Karkare (who found out the truth., and
was close to the mastermind of the blasts...
Karkare's hand was reaching to the mastermind...
Togadia... and Modi... and he was eliminated in a
target killing before he spilled the beans). What did
Narendra Modi say to Mrs. Hemant Karkare. Did he
threaten her and her family ? The truth will come
out.. if not now.. after 50 years. Why did Modi go
only to visit the family of Hemant Karkare ? Why
the display of humanism from this barbarian. I
guess., he threatened Mrs. Kavita Karkare... That
truth will have to wait. It may come out 50 yrs from
now.
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Mian Sb. That
sound like a prank
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who knows by judge
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honorable police officials
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plea · 16 minutes ago

Michael Nid
@Sreenath, I know
:). I think there's
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Sanjeev Mr Mogul,
prove that you
value freedom of speech
over everything else.

Seek oermission of Maulana's for
appointment of IG and General?
Permalink Submitted by Anonymous (not verified)
on 17 June 2009 - 2:42pm
Then why don't opinion of Shankarachrya also be
sought for India is a country with 85% Hindu
population??? Muslims has to vitiate the
atmosphere where ever they live. From Islamic
countries like Pakistan, Afghanistan, Somalia, Chad,
Palestine, Turkey, etc etc to countries where they
are minuscule minority like Thailand, Philippines,
UK etc etc. The only place they maintain a decorum
of decency is in countries like Australia, USA etc
where they have been clearly told that that can
"get out" of the country if they do not like the
place. It is time India also openly declare that all
MUSLIMs unhappy in India can migrate to Pakistan
/ Bangladesh.

Post a message which is
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your fb page. (Say, an
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Raghuvanshi is RSS man
Permalink Submitted by Pandharinath J. (not
verified) on 17 June 2009 - 3:19pm
Appointing Raghuvanshi as Head of SIT is like
appointing Lt. Col. Purohit himself. Raghuvanshi is a
devotee of RSS. He will take all the files to Nagpur
for clearance. Jai Ho.

Terrorism is the Creation of Authority
Permalink Submitted by Prathiba (not verified)
on 18 June 2009 - 9:10am
If reports are correct, this Raghuvanshi has no
right to lead the SIT. His leaning towards RSS,
may cause some damages to Muslims. In
return some Muslims may become 'terrorists'.

NDA leaders flay Nitish Kumar
for his request to Modi · 1 day
ago

abu Basim Khan
Nothing will
happen.Don't expect any
thing from this
government when
Congress has done
nothing.Example is there
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incident.What happened
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Anonymous We are
watching... What's
going on... Its just a
matter of time.... When
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